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FATAL AND SERIOUS INJURIES GREAT BRITAIN & NORTHERN IRELAND 2015 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCOTLAND 2015 

168 people died on Scotland’s 

in 2015 - a 17% year-on-year fall.   

1596 people were seriously 

injured. The number of serious 
injuries also fell by 6%  

Population 5.3 million 

Traffic 

Safety  

Roads 

Traffic Safety Roads is published by 

Graham Feest Consultancy. 

TSR collates a range of information and opinion from various sources. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its 

accuracy the gfc cannot be held responsible for any incorrect information provided from third parties or the 

views expressed by individuals that are published so readers can make up their own minds and draw their own 

conclusions.  

Acknowledgement and appreciation is extended to the following sources of information 

ADI National Joint Council, Brake, DfT, DIA, DVSA, ETSC, Fleet News, FTA, GEM Motoring Assist, Highways 

England, Highways Magazine, Highways on Friday,  IAM RoadSmart, IMTD, MCIA, MSA, PACTS, RHA, RoadSafe, 

Road Safety GB, Road Safety Scotland, Road Safety Wales, RoSPA, SMMT, TfL, The RichWorks, Tispol, TRL, etc 
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NORTHERN IRELAND 2015 

74 people were killed on 

Northern Ireland Roads in 2015, 
which was 5 fewer than in 2014 
  

711 people were seriously 

injured, which was 4 fewer than 
in 2014  

Population 1.8 million 

GREAT BRITAIN 
(England Scotland and Wales) 

 

1730 people were killed in Great 

Brittan in 2015 a 3% reduction on 
2014 

22,144 people were seriously 

injured which is also a 3% drop on 

the previous year 

WALES 2015 

105 people were killed on Wales 

Roads in 2015, which was 2 more 
than in 2014 
  

1,081 people were seriously 

injured, which was 79 fewer than 

in 2014  

Population 3.1 million 

 Graham Feest is Head of Road Safety and Events at The RichWorks. With more than 
forty years’ experience working in roads, traffic and safety he is a former County Road 
Safety Officer and Head of Road Safety for IAM RoadSmart. Currently Chairman of the 
Institute of Master Tutors of Driving, Chairman of the National Road Safety 
Committee and Road Safety Advisor to the ADI National Joint Council. He is available 
to speak at meetings, conferences and seminars throughout the UK and overseas at 
no cost but reasonable travelling and subsistence expenses need to be met. 
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THE CURSE OF TECHNOLOGY IN THE WRONG HANDS 

You will I am sure have heard and read about the lorry driver who killed a woman and three 

children when his vehicle ploughed into their stationary car while he was scrolling through music on 

his mobile phone being jailed for 10 years.  

The court heard he was so distracted by his phone that he barely looked at the road for almost a 

kilometre. He would have had an 

“excellent view of the road ahead” and, 

if he had been looking would have seen a 

procession of seven lorries and cars 

slowing as the road rose uphill in front of 

him. But instead he spent an estimated 

45 seconds looking at his phone as he 

scrolled through music only occasionally 

glancing up and unaware that the traffic 

ahead had come to a stop. An hour 

earlier he had signed a declaration to his 

employer promising he would not use his 

phone at the wheel.  

This case prompted a memory of another 

incident which took place in 2013 when a 38 

year old mother of two was jailed for 

eighteen months for killing a cyclist whilst 

having her eyes off the road to adjust her 

Satnav. In this case the Court heard that the 

driver "drove blind" for almost 20 seconds 

before the fatal collision.  

Whilst in no way providing any excuses for these two drivers I do just wonder whether we need to 

be more explicit with our messages.  

 In our first example one might say that he was not using his mobile phone in a way in which 

he agreed not to. Many will take the current message away and agree with the risks 

involved and not attempt to use the actual phone to make or receive a call but they do not 

and are not associating the other distractions of using the device particularly where it 

results in taking one’s eyes off the road. 

 

 Sat Navs are generally set before people start to drive but there is a wealth of additional 

information which is made available for and whilst on the journey by pushing various 

buttons or icons.  

Technology has made a good contribution to safety 

but also has found to have its pitfalls. With 

distraction accounting now for many incidents on the 

road we must: 

Communicate in a simple way the dangers of such 

devices rather than focusing in on one particular 

aspect or the main purpose of such technology. 

The various industries and business must do more to 

prevent the ability to make such adjustments whilst           

on the move without the means to override.  

Traffic Safety Roads  

Graham Feest Consultancy 
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It would seem that all the 

principles of not looking at 

screens in vehicles whilst 

driving have been eroded 

by the development of 

technology 
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FIXED PENALTY NOTICES FOR MOTORING OFFENCES - ENGLAND AND WALES 2015 

 

In 2015 there were just under 1.02 million 

FPNs issued for motoring offences by police in 

England and Wales - a fall of 1% compared 

with the previous year. However, during this 

period, the number of FPNs issued for speed 

limit offences increased by 6%. 

Police in England and Wales carried out 

520,219 breath tests a fall of 14% compared 

with the 606,241 breath tests carried out in 

2014. 12% of breath tests carried out in 2015 

were positive or refused - up 1 percentage 

point on 2014. 

 

DRUG DRIVING REHABILITATION COURSE 

The Department for Transport is trialling an element of drug driving education in the existing 

rehabilitation courses for people convicted of driving while over 

the alcohol limit. Some 1,000 offenders in England and Wales will 

attend the combined course which has been introduced after 

figures show a fifth of convicted drug drivers had previously been 

banned for drink driving.  

Since the introduction of new laws around drug driving and 

testing in March 2015, around 7,000 drivers have been banned 

compared to 879 in 2014.  

Rehabilitation courses allow first time offenders to be educated 

about the impacts of drink driving on themselves, other road 

users and the emergency services. Drink drivers in court are 

offered to attend a rehabilitation course in return for a lesser fine 

and shorter ban. The courses will be run until the end of March 

2017. The results will then form the basis for a consultation next 

year to make these rehabilitation courses available for drug 

drivers. 

 

INCREASED SPEED LIMITS OF HGV’s NOT A ROAD SAFETY PROBLEM! 

The Department for Transport has published 

the first-year evaluation of the HGV speed 

limit increases in England and Wales which 

came into effect in April 2015. 

The evaluation is one year into a three-year 

study on the impact on road safety of the 

change to HGV speed limits. The study 

therefore still has some time to run, and 

early data should be treated with caution. 

However these results have not identified 

negative road safety impacts. The research so 

far confirms the industry view that modestly 

raising the speed limit would both improve 

road safety and operating efficiency. 

There also appear to have been clear benefits 

in terms of increased compliance and a 

reduction on the pressure on drivers and 

operators to stay within what were unrealistic 

speed limits whilst at the same time we can 

reasonably assume a reduced frustration for 

car drivers caused by HGVs moving at 

unreasonably slow speeds. 
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£200 AND SIX POINTS AND NO REMEDIAL COURSE OPTION 

Picking up further on the article covered in page 2 of this newsletter 

 

The government has announced that it will double the penalties for 

drivers who use a hand held mobile at the wheel and also deny first-

time offenders the chance of undertaking a remedial course.  

Responding to a consultation on the subject the Department for 

Transport said it 

 “…will double the penalty by increasing the fixed penalty fine 

from £100 to £200 and increasing the penalty points from 3 to 

6 for all drivers – we do not propose to differentiate between 

cars and HGVs. We also propose that a remedial course is not 

offered to first-time offenders as an alternative to the FPN in 

order to provide a strong deterrent and change behaviour.” 

The director of the RAC Foundation Steve Gooding said:  

“The stiffer penalties reflect the seriousness of the problem 

and the concern of the public. Using a hand held mobile at the 

wheel must become as socially unacceptable as drink driving 

and peer pressure will play as big a part in achieving this as 

tough laws, strong enforcement and education programmes.  

The government says it is willing to work with industry on technology 

that would encourage better and safer behaviour and want to take full 

advantage of rapidly developing in-car technology where it can 

support safe driving behaviour.  

 

PARKING IN WALES 

Local authorities in Wales made a combined 
surplus of £13.8 million on their parking 
activities in the last financial year. The figure 
for 2015-16 was a 14% increase on the £12.1 
million surplus made in 2014-15. 

The 22 councils in Wales had parking income 
of £35.8 million in 2015-16, a rise of 5.6% on 
the previous financial year. Income includes 
on and off-street parking fees and penalty 
charges. 

 

LONDON SCHOOLS ACTIVE IN SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL 

Transport for London (TfL) gave top awards to 34 London schools for championing active and safe 
travel on the journey to school, as part of its STARS (Sustainable 
Travel: Active, Responsible, Safe) schools programme. The schools 
received awards for being the highest performing of more than 1,500 
participating London schools, in reducing car use, increasing walking 
and cycling and using public transport.  

TfL's STARS scheme helps primary and secondary school children adopt safe and sustainable ways of 
travelling, such as cycling, walking and public transport. Now in its tenth year, accreditation to 
STARS has grown from 180 schools in 2006 to 1,557 in 2016. Schools are judged on their success in 
changing travel behaviour with each school awarded a Bronze, Silver or Gold accreditation 

Traffic Safety Roads  
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SAFETY IN NUMBERS

A number of international studies have identified the effect known as 'safety in numbers' (SIN), 

which suggests that when there are more cyclists on the road, the rate of injury collisions involving 

cyclists reduces.  

Using data from all 319 English local authority areas a new report by Road Safety Analysis (RSA) now 

suggests that SIN can be seen in this 

country. The study shows that annually as 

many as one in 20 cyclists can be involved 

in a collision in areas where there are 

relatively few bikes on the road, compared 

to one in 500 in areas where cycling is 

more popular. The report concluded that 

northern towns and cities where levels of 

cycling are low - including Rotherham, 

Chesterfield, Leeds and Liverpool - have 

the most dangerous roads for cyclists. 

On the flip side, the research found that many parts of the south and Midlands were safest, 

including places such as Lincoln, Oxford and Cambridge. The report does however warn that more 

cyclists on the roads will result in an increase in the absolute number of injuries to cyclists unless 

significant measures to improve infrastructure are put in place at the same time. 

A copy of the recent study can be obtained from graham@grahamfeest.com 

 

CRACKDOWN ON WHIPLASH CLAIMS SET TO CUT INSURANCE PREMIUMS 

The Ministry of Justice has launched a consultation on proposals which will reduce the 

‘unacceptably high’ number of whiplash claims.  

Announced by the Ministry of Justice the move is designed to help insurers cut premiums. Insurers 
have pledged to pass on savings to drivers - worth a total of £1bn.  

The RAC has ‘broadly welcomed’ the move, but says it is crucial that people with genuine claims 
are not disadvantaged. Government figures show that whiplash claims are 50% higher than a decade 
ago. It says this has been fuelled by a ‘predatory 
claims industry’ that encourages minor, exaggerated 
and fraudulent claims, driving up the costs of 
insurance premiums for motorists.  

The consultation paper, which will run until 6th 
January 2017 outlines plans to scrap the right to 
compensation or put a cap on the amount individuals, 
can claim for minor whiplash injuries. The Government 
suggests that capping compensation would see the 

average pay out cut from £1,850 to a maximum of £425.  

Compensation would only be paid if a medical report was provided as proof of injury.  

A copy of the consultation can be obtained from graham@grahamfeest.com 

Traffic Safety Roads  
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Millions of motorists could see 

their car insurance cut by about 

£40 a year thanks to plans to 

crackdown on the epidemic of 

whiplash claims. 
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INCIDENTS AND ROADWORKS 

A Road User Perspective 

 

 

 

A report from transport user 
watchdog Transport Focus 
says the highways industry 
must consider the needs of 
people in vehicles when 
carrying out roadworks.  

 

 

 

Transport Focus Chief Executive Anthony Smith said:  

“Road users tell us that they will be patient, to a point, with roadworks and other delays. 
But they want Highways England to remember that there are people inside the affected 
vehicles. This means better information on what is happening, why and for how long. It also 
means more work to relieve those caught in lengthy delays who may need access to water, 
toilets or other help.” 

The report, Incidents and roadworks – A road user perspective, follows the watchdog’s 2015 work 

on road users’ needs and experiences of the strategic road network. The watchdog recommends  

 Planning shorter roadworks and working 24/7  
 Working and involving the freight industry more in roadworks planning.  
 Greater emphasis to help release trapped traffic, preventing vehicles from joining the back 

of a long queue and providing more helpful information when they are stuck. 

Key findings in the report included: 

Road users want to see continued investment 
in our motorways and major ‘A’ roads. They 
accept that it will come with some short-term 
pain, but feel that this could be lessened if 
users’ interests were more strongly 
considered when planning and implementing 
roadworks. For example, shorter lengths of 
roadworks, more visible work activity and 
better information helps road users to 

tolerate roadworks. 

Road users are broadly sympathetic when 
there are collisions. However, they are still 

looking to Highways England to get the road 
open again more quickly and if it is clearly a 
major incident, to take bold measures to get 
people on their way and protect the welfare 

of those stuck in the queues. 

Road users have many examples of where 
their need for clear, accurate information is 
not currently being met, particularly once 

they are out on the road. 

A copy of the report can be obtained from graham@grahamfeest.com 

Traffic Safety Roads  
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LATEST EuroRAP RESULTS PUBLISHED 

 

The 2016 results from EuroRap identifies Britain's most persistent high risk Á' road as the A285 
Chichester to Petworth which has led the Government to make a contribution of £1 million to West 
Sussex County Council for an upgrade.  

The table below give the top ten high risk roads in Great Britain  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP) is an international association that is 
dedicated to saving lives through safer roads. The programme 
aims to reduce death and serious injury through a programme 
of systematic assessment of risk thereby identifying the 
major shortcomings that can be addressed by practical road 

improvement measures. It forges partnerships between those responsible for a safe road system – 
civil society, motoring organisations, vehicle manufacturers and road authorities – and aims to 
ensure that assessment of risk lies at the heart of strategic decisions on route improvements, 
crash protection and standards of route management. 

Traffic Safety Roads  
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NEW CHAIR OF ROAD SAFETY GB 

Sonya Hurt has become chair of Road Safety GB, succeeding Honor Byford who steps down after 

three years in the post.  

Sonya joined Nottinghamshire County Council over 23 years ago 
specialising in the fields of road safety, safety engineering and highway 
design. Starting her term in local government as a highway engineer gave 
her an excellent grounding as to what is achievable on the road network 
and the relevance of both engineering and education in the role of road 
safety. The disciplines she has managed have included crash site 
investigation, data analysis and safety cameras. Her current role is Road 
Safety Manager with the focus being to combine expertise in highway 
safety and specialising in the delivery of Road Safety Education. Sonya’s 
recent successes have included winning submissions for both the Prince 
Michael International Road Safety awards and the Highways Excellence 
awards. In an ever changing local government environment her work 
ethos is to continue to maintain a forward thinking and innovative 

approach to deliver Road Safety solutions. 

 
THE ROAD SAFETY CONFERENCE 

Tuesday 7th February 2017, University of Salford, Manchester 
 

The Annual Road Safety Conference will 
be where high level speakers from a 
range of backgrounds will be presenting 
their views on Road Safety, The Safe 

System and Cycling Safety. 

 
The Third Annual Road Safety Conference will give those present the opportunity to improve their 
understanding of the Safe System and learn from experts who have been involved in its 

implementation to see just what could be achieved when introduced at local and national level. 

The programme will include innovative strategies for protecting motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians 
on our roads along with leading suppliers showcasing exciting and innovative road safety products 
and services.  In addition you will be able to quiz experts from across a variety of disciplines to gain 

exclusive insights into pioneering approaches to road safety and casualty reduction.     

Details can be found on our website http://www.salford.ac.uk/onecpd/courses/the-future-of-road-

safety-conference 

30% of £325 + VAT per delegate 

How to register: Book Online: http://onecpd-booking.salford.ac.uk/#/code/TC001279 
Quote Discount Code ROAD30 to receive 30% of delegate places. 
Or contact Daisy Clarke on D.Clarke3@salford.ac.uk or call 0161 295 0113 
 

INCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION' GUIDE 

RoSPA has a free to download 'Driving for Work: Incident Reporting and Investigation' guide. It 
offers simple advice for developing and implementing a comprehensive incident 

reporting and investigation policy. 

A copy can also be obtained direct from Graham@grahamfeest.com  

Traffic Safety Roads  
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LOOKING TO MAKE ROADS SAFER FOR MOTORCYCLISTS 

Highways England, the company responsible for running over 4000 miles of England’s motorways 
and major trunk roads, is to become a third partner in a 

landmark collaboration to improve motorcycle rider safety.  

They will join the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC) and 
the Motorcycle Industry Association (MCIA) as an equal partner in facilitating practical changes to 
roads, as detailed in a jointly written whitepaper: ‘Realising the Motorcycling Opportunity: A 
Motorcycle Safety and Transport Policy Framework’. The Framework calls for motorcycles and 
scooters to be included in mainstream transport policy and for rider safety to be consistently 

factored into national road design, which has not been the case in the past.  

Seven key areas have been identified, which would make roads safer for riders, along with actions 

as to how this can be achieved practically.  

 

 

 

The Framework also advocates unlocking the benefits of motorcycles and demonstrating exactly 
how they offer a practical solution to congestion, as well as improving personal mobility for people 
without access to other forms of transport.  

Highways England has a goal of bringing the number of people killed or injured on the strategic 
road network as close as possible to zero by 2040. It will work with police and MCIA across all seven 

areas identified in the Framework and will lead on ‘safer infrastructure’.  

The Framework advocates using guidelines produced by the Institute of Highway Engineers which 

identifies simple practical steps to reduce risks for riders which include such things as  

 Using rider friendly barriers and road surfaces 

 Repositioning pillars 

 Removing unnecessary signage 

 Using non-slip man hole covers 

 Prompt clear up of diesel. 

  

Highways England will also work to promote 
safety messages and create awareness about 
motorcycles and scooters, since education of 
all road users is an important element of the 
Framework.  They have already set up a 
working party to encourage learners to take 
further training for a licence and to 
encourage riders to wear personal protective 

clothing. 

The first edition of the ‘Framework’ was 
launched by the NPCC and MCIA in 2014, 

following acknowledgement from police and 
motorcycle road safety experts that the only 
way to reduce vulnerability of riders was to 
properly incorporate their use and needs into 
mainstream transport planning. The 
Framework details a growing body of 
evidence from other EU countries to show 
that casualties reduce where motorcycle and 
scooter use is more common, as other road 
users become more aware of them which is 

the same argument used by the cycling lobby. 

The number of motorcycles and scooters licensed for the roads has nearly doubled in the past 
twenty years and with congestion set to rise, it is likely many more people will opt for two wheel 
transport and Highways England, the National Police Chiefs’ Council and the Motorcycle Industry 

Association believe this choice needs to be properly supported. 
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VIRTUAL SPEED BUMPS TRIAL 

 

Transport for London is trialling ‘virtual’ speed bumps in a 20mph speed limit 
scheme in Southwark. Markings have been painted on the carriageway to give 

the effect of a 3D hump. London transport commissioner Mike Brown said:  

“An initial study found that these road markings, which create an optical 
illusion, were very effective and show a reduction of up to 3mph. They are a 

cost-effective alternative to the traditional hump and are quick to install.  

 

NEW CAMPAIGN CALLS FOR TOUGHER SENTENCING FOR DRIVERS WHO KILL 

1630 drivers have been found guilty of causing death by dangerous driving between 2006 and 2015 

but there are concerns amongst many of the families that the sentences which have been handed 

down are not adequate. The average sentence seems to have been around four years and no one to 

date has been given the maximum permitted of fourteen years (raised from 10 to 14 in 2004). 

What has added to the grief of families even more is that not all of those convicted has been given 

a prison sentence as noted below: (Figures provided from a freedom of information request by the 

Ministry of Justice) 

 

 

 

 

A ‘Drive for Justice’ campaign has been launched by the regional newspaper publisher Johnston 

Press and is lobbying Government to re-work guidelines to enable judges to use existing powers and 

impose tougher sentences for the worst offenders. The campaign is backed by a number of 

stakeholders including Brake, RoadPeace and Cycling UK.  

More on this in the next issue but any comments for inclusion would be most welcome 

 

HOW AND WHERE TO PARK IN LONDON FOR TWO WEEKS - FOR LESS THAN £20! 

A man walked into a bank in Central London and asked to borrow £5,000 for two weeks. The bank 
officer agreed but said he’d need security for such a loan. The man gave him the keys to a new 
Porche parked outside. The loan was made and the car was moved to the bank’s underground 
garage. Two weeks later the man returned and repaid the loan and the interest which amounted to 

£19.41. The loan officer said: 

“I am a little puzzled sir. While you were away we checked you out and found that you are a multi-

millionaire! Why then would you come in and ask to borrow £5,000?” 

The man replied 

“Where else in Central London can I park my car for two weeks for less than £20.00?
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